Collin’s Illustrated Dictionary of Trout Flies by John Roberts

Collins Illustrated Dictionary of Trout Flies
Roberts, John

Flies

Comprehensive A-Z source book of natural and artificial flies
1998
240 pages
Bin Number 2
NWFA # 360
Good Flies by John Gierach

Good Flies
Gierach, John

Fly Patterns

Favorite trout patterns and how they got that way
2000
179 pages
Bin Number 2
NWFA # 257
Reservoir and Lake Flies by John Veniard

Reservoir and Lake Flies
Veniard, John

Lake Flies
Fly dressings and fishing techniques
1970
181 pages
Bin Number 2
NWFA # 6
Fly-Tying Problems and Their Answers by John Veniard and Donald Downs

Fly-Tying Problems and Their Answers
Veniard, John and Downs, Donald

Fly Tying

Particular problems that arise at various stages of tying flies
1972
124 pages
Bin Number 2
NWFA #43
Fly-Tying Materials by Eric Leiser

Fly Tying Materials
Leiser, Eric

Fly Tying

All the materials needed by the fly-tier
1973
191 pages
Bin Number 2
NWFA # 57
Fly-Tying Materials by Eric Leiser

Fly Tying Materials
Leiser, Eric

Fly Tying

All the materials needed by the fly-tier
1973
191 pages
Bin Number 2
NWFA # 9
Tying Emergers by Jim Schollmeyer and Ted Leeson

Tying Emergers
Schollmeyer, Jim and
Leeson, Ted

Fly Tying Emerger

Design and materials
and basic tying
techniques
2004
344 pages
Bin Number 2
NWFA # 286
Fly-Tying Methods by Darrel Martin

Fly-Tying Methods
Martin, Darrel

Fly Tying

European and American fly tying methods and materials
1987
276 pages
Bin Number 2
NWFA # 250
Tying and Fishing The Fuzzy Nymphs by E.H. “Polly” Rosborough

Tying and Fishing the Fuzzy Nymphs
Rosborough, E.H. "Polly"

Fly Tying

Classic Tying Methods, Patterns, and Fishing Techniques
1978
192 pages
Bin Number 2
NWFA # 34
Fly-Tying Development and Progress by John Veniard and Donald Downs

Fly-Tying Development and Progress
Veniard, John

Fly Tying

Art of Tying Flies for Salmon and Trout
1972
218 pages
Bin Number 2
NWFA # 119
The Complete Book Of Fly Tying by Eric Leiser

The Complete Book of Fly Tying
Leiser, Eric

Fly Tying
Foolproof directions for beginners and experts
1977
241 pages
Bin Number 2
NWFA # 180
This book is progressive in that what has been covered in a particular sequence is not repeated in full detail later.
Tying Small Flies by Ed Engle

Tying Small Flies
Engle, Ed

Fly Tying

Tying flies and fishing techniques for flies as small as 24, 28 and 30
2004
231 pages
Bin Number 2
NWFA # 314
The Fly Tier’s Benchside Reference to Techniques and Dressing Styles by Ted Leeson and Jim Schollmeyer

The Fly Tier's Benchside Reference
Leeson, Ted  and
Schollmeyer, Jim

Fly Tying

All the methods you need for tying effective, attractive flies
1998
444 pages
Bin Number 2
NWF # 287
American Nymph Fly Tying Manual by Randall Kaufmann

*American Nymph Fly Tying Manual*
Kaufmann, Randall

Fly Tying Nymphs

Tools and materials and tying methods for 30 of the best
1975
93 pages
Bin Number 2
NWFA # 27
The Art of Tying the Dry Fly by Skip Morris

The Art of Tying the Dry Fly
Morris, Skip
Fly Tying
Tying long established flies and others from fresh new perspectives
1993
112 pages
Bin Number 2
NWFA # 225
Tying Foam Flies by Skip Morris

Tying Foam Flies
Morris, Skip

Fly Tying

Tying with foam opens a myriad of possibilities
1994
47 pages
Bin Number 2
NWFA # 285
Fly Tying with Poly Yarn by Lee Clark and Joe Warren

Fly Tying with Poly Yarn
Clark, Lee and Warren, Joe
Fly Tying
Tying Techniques for Poly Yarn
2000
56 pages
Bin Number 2
NWFA # 284
Master Fly-Tying Guide by Art Flick and others

Master Fly Tying Guide
Flick, Art

Fly Tying

Illustrated instructions for tying flies
1972
207 pages
Bin Number 2
NWFA # 76
Western Trout Fly Tying Manual by Jack Dennis

**Western Trout Fly Tying Manual**  Dennis, Jack

Fly Tying

Fly tying methods for the Rocky Mountain West
1974
258
Bin Number 2
79
Stoneflies For The Angler by Eric Leiser and Robert H Boyle

Stoneflies for the Angler
Leiser, Eric and Boyle Robert H

Stoneflies

Everything you need to know about stoneflies
1982
176 pages
Bin Number 2
NFWA # 101
The Dry Fly New Angles by Gary LaFontaine

The Dry Fly - New Angles
LaFontaine, Gary

Dry Fly Fishing

How to choose the right dry fly or emerger for every trout stream
1990
307 pages
Bin Number 2
NFWA # 108
Steelhead Water by Bob Arnold

Steelhead Water
Arnold, Bob

Fishing Stories

30 years of fishing stories with friends
1993
296 pages
Bin Number 2
NWFA # 131
Flies The Best One Thousand by Randle Scott Stetzer

*Type of Flies*

1000 fly patterns for the North American fly tier

1992

127 pages

Bin Number 2

NWFA # 404
Western Trout Fly Tying Manual Vol II by Jack Dennis

*Western Trout Fly Tying Manual*
*Volume II*
Dennis, Jack

Fly Tying

New and successful fly patterns and fly tying methods for the Rocky Mountain West
1980
320 pages
Bin Number 2
NWFA # 97
Fly Patterns for the Pacific Northwest by Steve Probasco

Fly Patterns for the Pacific Northwest
Probasco, Steve

Types of Flies

Step-by-step tying guide for Pacific Northwest Patterns
1986
160 pages
Bin Number 2
NWFA # 120
Patterns of the Masters Volume Six by J. David "Skip" Hosfield

*Patterns of the Masters*
*Volume Six*
Hosfield, J. David "Skip"

Fly Tying

105 patterns by 99 tiers with photographs for each stage in the process
1999
238 pages
Bin Number 2
NWFA # 243
Patterns of the Masters, by David Lincoln Nelson

Patterns of the Masters
Nelson, David Lincoln

Fly Tying

FFF 55 fly tyers
and over 135 fly patterns
1989
178 pages
Bin Number 2
NWFA # 241
Alagnak Acrobats by Jim Watt

Alagnak Acrobats
Watt, Jim

Fly Fishing

Fishing on Alagnak River, Alaska
1987
60 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 373
Belize... A Fly Fishing Fantasy by Jim Watt

Belize - A Fly Fishing Fantasy
Watt, Jim

Fly Fishing

Fantasy Barracuda
1987
50 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 376

1/27/2016
Sailfish, Costa Rica by Jim Watt

Sailfish, Costa Rica
Watt, Jim

Fly Fishing

Fishing for game fish in Costa Rica
1990
50 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 375
Illaska Rainbow & Grayling by Jim Watt

Llialaska Rainbow & Grayling
Watt, Jim
Fly Fishing
Gerken
1990
50 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 377
The Trout Bum Diaries Volume 1 Patagonia

The Trout Bun Diaries Vol 1
Not known

Patagonia Adventure

5 month fly fishing expedition across Patagonia
Year not known
99 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 300
Trout Bum Diaries Volume 2 by Kiwi Camo

Trout Bum Diaries
Vol 2
Camo, Kiwi

New Zealand Adventure

Pure fly fishing for backcountry brown trout
2007
75 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 301
Tying Copper John’s Favorite Flies

Tying Copper John’s Favorite Flies
Barr, John and Dennis, Jack

Tying Flies

12 original John Barr fly patterns and a range of other patterns
Year not known
240 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 382 & 383
Fly Fishing For Pacific Steelhead by Lani Waller

Fly Fishing For
Pacific Steelhead
Waller, Lani

Fly fishing
Advanced Fly Fishing
Year not known
55 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 361
Saltwater Flyfishing Offshore by Steve Rajeff

Saltwater Flyfishing
Offshore
Rajeff, Steve

Saltwater Flyfishing
Year not known
37 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 362
Catching More Steelhead by Jim Teeny

Catching More
Steelhead
Teeny, Jim

Steelhead
Year not known
60 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 363
San Juan And Dolores Trout by Jim Watt

San Juan And Dolores Trout
Watt, Jim & Kelly

Fly Fishing

Fly fishing in New Mexico and Colorado
1991
60 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 368
Tarpon, Snook & Guapote by Jim Watt

Tarpon, Snook & Guapote
Watt, Jim & Kelly

Fly Fishing

Angling in Costa Rica
1990
50 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 369
Advanced Fly Casting by Doug Swisher

Advanced Fly Casting
Swisher, Doug
Fly Casting

Techniques and principles to be able to fish effectively in every fishing situation
2005
68 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 325
A Casting Approach to Nymphing Tactics by Joe Humphreys

A Casting Approach To Nymphing Tactics
Humphreys, Joe

Casting

Intense instruction and illustration of nymphaing
1995
60 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 302
The Essence of Flycasting II & The Essence of Spey Casting by Mel Krieger

The Essence Of
Flycasting II & The
Essence Of Spey
Casting
Krieger, Mel

Flycasting

Advanced flycasting instruction and a definitive manual of Spey casting
2003
50 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 327
Steelhead Flies Tying Classics by Dec Hogan and Marty Howard

Steelhead Flies Tying Classics
Hogan, Dec, and Howard, Marty

Steelhead Flies

Step by step process of how to create classic steelhead flies
2008
120 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 317
Sierra Fly Fishing Volume 1 by Guy Jeans

Sierra Fly Fishing Vol 1
Jeans, Guy

Nymphing, drift, and streamer techniques

Fly fishing in the Sierra Nevada mountains
2006
29 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 319
Sierra Fly Fishing Volume 2 by Guy Jeans

Sierra Fly Fishing
Vol 2
Jeans, Guy

Fly Fishing Techniques

The Kern River in the golden trout wilderness
2008
75 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 320
Top 85 Tips on Fly Fishing for Trout by James and Angie Marsh

Top 85 Tips On Fly Fishing For Trout
Marsh, James and Angie

Fly Fishing Tips

Methods, strategies and flies that catch more trout
2004
20 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 328
Tying Flies that Catch Fish by Lefty Kreh & Bob Clouser

Tying Flies That Catch Fish
Kreh, Lefty and Clouser, Bob

Tying Flies

Saltwater flies also used in fresh water
2007
85 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 318
Bonefish School & Saltwater Fly Casting Secrets by Billy Pate and Others

Saltwater Fly Casting
Secrets - Bonefish School
Pate, Billy

Bonefish

Saltwater fly fishing and casting instruction
2002
120 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 337
Spey to Z by Pearson, Greg, Browne, Topher and Yin, M.D. Way

Spey To Z
Pearson, Greg, Browne, Topher and Yin, M.D., Way

Spey Casting
Understanding traditional, Scandinavian and Skagit style spey casting with a single and double-handed rod
2006
Runtime not known
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 321
Tales Of The One Fly by

Creator not known

Fly Fishing

A compellation of footage gleaned from television, video and films of the Jackson Hole One Fly over the last 20 years
1985-2005
60 min Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 315
Twenty Places You Should Fly Fish Before You Die by Jack Dennis

Twenty Places You Should Fly Fish Before You Died
Dennis, Jack

Fly Fishing

Locations
Year not known
60 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 303
Introduction To Tube Flies by Al Beatty

Year not known
60 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 322
Stoneflies And The Big Hole by Grunko Films

Stoneflies

1985
50 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 354
Lefty’s Tips, Tactics & Techniques For Fly Fishing Volume 2 by Lefty Kreh

Lefty's Tips, Tactics & Techniques For Fly Fishing Vol 2
Kreh, Lefty

Fly Fishing Tips
Year not known
60 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 342
Learning To Tie Flies With Dick Talleur: Step 2

Learning To Tie Flies With Dick Talleur: Step 2
Talleur, Dick
Tying Flies
Year not known
60 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 345
Masters Of Fly Tying: Patterns That Produce Volume 2 by Bob Clouser and Lefty Kreh

*Masters Of Fly Tying: Patterns That Produce*
Clouser, Bob and Kreh, Lefty
Fly Tying
Year not known
120min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 348 & 349
Improving Your Fly Casting with Jack Dennis by Jack Dennis

Improving Your Fly Casting
Dennis, Jack

Year not known
60 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 312
Currents of Belize by Bradley Beesley

Currents Of Belize
Beesley, Bradley

Fly Fishing

Belize
2010
26 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 381
Montana Trout & The Nature Conservancy by Jim Watt

Montana Trout & The Nature Conservancy
Watt, Jim

Montana Trout & Nature Conservancy

Spring float down Missouri and Yellowstone rivers
1987
50 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 356
Saltwater Fly Tying by Lefty Kreh

Saltwater Fly Tying
Kreh, Lefty

Saltwater fly tying

Various kinds of salt water flies 1994
50 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 359
Advanced Strategies For Selective Trout by Doug Swisher

Advanced Strategies For Selective Trout
Swisher, Doug

Fly Fishing
Selective Trout
Year not known
60 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 358
African Sailfish & N.Y. Striped Bass by Jim Watt

African Sailfish & NY Striped Bass Watt, Jim

Fly Fishing

Fishing in Dakar, Senegal and NY Harbor
Year not known 60 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 357
Atlantic Salmon by Jim Watt

Atlantic Salmon
Watt, Jim & Kelly
Fly Fishing
Fly fishing in Kola Peninsula, Russia
Year not known
50 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA# DVD 355
Beyond The Basics And Reading Water by Bill Marts

Beyond The Basics And Reading Water
Marts, Bill

Casting, entomology and reading water

Basic and advance fly casting, entomology and reading water
2002
Length not known
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 330
Dynamics Of Fly Casting by Joan Wulff

*Dynamics Of Fly Casting*
Wulff, Joan

Solid basics to advanced fly casting techniques
Year not known
90 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 378
Reel Adventures Fishing by Jack Dennis

Reel Adventures Fishing
Dennis, Jack

TV Samurai
Sportsman Fantasy Camp
Year not known
120 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 304
Utah’s Green River Trout by Jim Watt

Utah's Green River Trout
Watt, Jim

Fly Fishing

Nymph and dry fly fishing on Green River, UT
1991
50 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 372
Kamchatka’s Russian Rainbows by Jim & Donna Teeny

Kamchatka’s Russian Rainbows Teeny, Jim & Donna

Fly Fishing

Rainbow and steelhead in Kamchatka, Russia

Year not known

60 min

Bin Number 21

NWFA # DVD 370
Joseph Gordon Butorac Steelhead Guide by Jim Watt

Joseph Gordon Butorac
Steelhead Guide
Watt, Jim

Fly Fishing

Pacific NW
Steelheading
Year not known
50 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 360
Learning To Tie Flies with Dick Talleur: Step 1

Learning To Tie Flies With
Dick Talleur: Step 1
Talleur, Dick

Tying Flies
Year not known
60 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 344
Tips From The Traveling Fly Fisherman by Jack Dennis, Gary and Mike

Tips From The Traveling Fly Fisherman
Dennis, Jack, Gary and Mike
Fly Fishing
Year not known
60 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 309
Cabela’s Getting Started Fly Fishing

Cabela's Getting Started Fly Fishing
Author not known

Fly Fishing

2005
120 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 313
Cabela's Improving Your Fly Fishing

Cabela's Improving
Your Fly Fishing
Author not known

Fly Fishing

Year not known
60 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 314
Jack Dennis’ Fly Tying Basics

Fly Tying Basics
Dennis, Jack

Fly Tying

Year not known
120 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 352 & 353
Improving Your Fly Fishing With Jack Dennis

Improving Your Fly Fishing
Dennis, Jack

Fly Fishing

Year not known
120 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 305 & 306

1/27/2016
Tying Western Trout Flies by Jack Dennis

Tying Western Trout Flies
Dennis, Jack

Tying Flies Western Trout

Year not known
120 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 350 & 351

1/27/2016
Strategies For Selective Trout by Doug Swisher

Strategies For Selective Trout
Swisher, Doug

Fishing Strategies

Year not known
120 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 346
& 347
Tying Mayflies by Shane Stalcup

Tying Mayflies
Stalcup, Shane
Mayflies Tying
Year not known
120 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 339 & 340

1/27/2016
Women & Fly Fishing: An Introduction by Jennifer Olsson

Women & Fly Fishing: An Introduction
Olsson, Jennifer

Introduction Fly fishing for women

Year not known
60 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 338
Bugs For Beginners by Jay Buchner

Entomology

An introduction to entomology for fly fishers
2004
60 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 379
Tying Cripples & Spinners by Kelly Gallop

Surface Flies

Tie imitations of the most important surface flies, cripples and spinners

Year not known
120 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 316
Nymphing By The Numbers by Kelly Gallop

Nymphing By The Numbers
Gallop, Kelly

Nymphing

A complete and systemic approach to nymphing with lessons on presentation
2007
120 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 329
TheLostWorldOfMr.HardybyAndyHeathcote
andHeikeBachelier

TheLostWorldOfMr.
Hardy
Heathcote,Andyand
Bachelier,Heike

AnglingInAnother
Country

Thebestinanglingfor
135years
2008
97min
BinNumber21
NWFA#DVD335
Cabela's and Umpqua Our Favorite Flies & How To Fish Them by John Barr, Jack Dennis and Mike Lawson

Cabela's and Umpqua
Our Favorite Flies & How To Fish Them
Barr, John, Dennis, Jack and Lawson, Mike

Flies
2005
130 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 307
Improving Your Fly Casting The Cabela’s Way

Improving Your Fly Casting The Cabela's Way
Author not known

Fly Casting

2005
120 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD 311
Backroad Mapbook Volume IV Central B.C.

Backroad Mapbook Volume VI Central B.C.
Mussio, Wesley and Russell Mussio
Maps and guides
Information needed to plan the perfect outdoor retreat 1997
54 pages
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 292
Matching The Hatch by Ernest G. Schwiebert Jr

Matching The Hatch
Schwiebert Jr, Ernest G

Eastern and Western Trout Waters

46 May flies, 19 stone flies and 20 caddises with basic data on structure, water type, season and hour of emergence
1972
221 pages
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 403
Matching The Hatch by Schwiebert Jr

Matching The Hatch
Schwiebert Jr, Ernest G

Eastern and Western Trout Waters

46 May flies, 19 stone flies and 20 caddises with basic data on structure, water type, season and hour of emergence

1972
221 pages
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 422
Western Mayfly Hatches from the Rockies to the Pacific
Hafele, Rick and Hughes, Dave

Mayflies

Recognizing mayflies, selecting fly patterns and presentation methods
2004
267 pages
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 355
Trout by Ray Bergman

Trout
Bergman, Ray

Trout Fishing

500 wet, dry, streamer and nymph lures for fly rod and spinner
1970
482 pages
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 247
The Caddis And The Angler by Larry Solomon and Eric Leiser

The Caddis and the Angler
Solomon, Larry and Leiser, Eric

Flies

Caddis entomology, behavior, fishing techniques, and tying steps
1977
224 pages
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 73

1/27/2016
Brook Trout by Nick Karas

Brook Trout
Karas, Nick

Brook Trout -
Salvelinus fontinalis

History, biology and angling possibilities of North America's great native trout
1997
371 pages
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 378
Fishing Encyclopedia and International Angling Guide by A.J. McClane

McClane's Standard
Fishing Encyclopedia and International Angling Guide
McClane, A.J.

Fishing Encyclopedia
Definitions from A to Z on Fishing
1965
1057 pages
Bin Number 4
NFWA # 326.1

1/27/2016
Fly-Fishing For Pacific Salmon II by Les Johnson & Bruce Ferguson

Fly-Fishing for Pacific Salmon II
Johnson, Les and Ferguson, Bruce

Pacific Salmon

History, finding salmon in salt and fresh water, fishing techniques, flies, and future prospects
2008
224 pages
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 66
Washington Fishing Holes Annual by John Thomas

Washington Fishing Holes
Annual No 3
Thomas, John

Guide

Guide and 75 detailed maps
1976
194 pages
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 71

1/27/2016
Fly-Fishing Coastal Cutthroat Trout by Les Johnson

Fly-Fishing Coastal Cutthroat Trout
Johnson, Les

Flies, Techniques, Conservation

Life history of coastal cutthroat, range, fly patterns and methods of presenting the fly
2004
144
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 65
The Orvis Fly-Fishing Guide by Tom Rosenbauer

The Orvis Fly-Fishing Guide
Rosenbauer, Tom
Fly Fishing Guide
Various elements and kinds of fly-fishing including tackle, casting, flies, presentation and tactics
1984
246 pages
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 385
Nymphs by Ernest Schwiebert

*Nymphs*
Schwiebert, Ernest

Flies

A complete guide to naturals and imitations
1973
339 pages
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 74

1/27/2016
Emergers by Doug Swisher and Carl Richards

Emergers
Swisher, Doug and Richards, Carl

Flies
Mayflies, Caddis flies, Stoneflies, and other trout stream insects with fly patterns and fishing techniques
1991
120 pages
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 114
The Living River by Charles E. Brooks

The Living River
Brooks, Charles E

A Fisherman's
Intimate Profile

The Madison River
Watershed - Its
History, Ecology, Lore,
and Angling
Opportunities
1979
207 pages
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 419
Backroad Mapbook Volume II Vancouver Island by Wesley Mussio and Russell Mussio

Maps and guides

Information needed to plan the perfect outdoor retreat

2001
72 pages
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 291
Hatches by Al Caucci and Bob Nastasi

Hatches
Caucci, Al and Nastasi, Bob

Insect hatches

A complete guide to fishing the hatches of North American trout streams
1957
320 pages
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 19
The Treasury of Angling by Larry Koller

A master angler's authoritative and extraordinary pictures of fresh water fishing in North America

1963
251 pages
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 418
Matching Mayflies by Dave Hughes

Matching Mayflies
Hughes, Dave

Flies

Everything you need to know to match any mayfly you'll ever encounter

2001
83 pages

Bin Number 4
NWFA # 261
Pacific Salmon & Steelhead Trout by R.J. Childerhose and Marj Trim

Pacific Salmon and Steelhead Trout
Childerhose, R.J. and Trim, Marj

Six species of Pacific Salmon

The history, biology, environment and enhancement of salmon
1981
158 pages
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 28
Western Hatches by Rick Hafele and Dave Hughes

Western Hatches
Hafele, Rick and
Hughes, Dave

Flies

An Angler's entomology
and fly pattern guide
1981
223 pages
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 58
North Cascades National Park – Lake Chelan & Ross Lake

North Cascades National Park

Map

Detailed National Park map and Lake Chelan and Ross Lake
No date
1 page
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 332

1/27/2016
Metsker’s Snohomish County Map

Metsker's Snohomish County Map

Detailed County map Snohomish County
No date
1 page
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 328
Metsker’s Skagit County Map

Metsker's Skagit County Map

Map

Detailed County map Skagit County
No date
1 page
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 329
Metsker’s Okanogan County Map

Metsker's Okanogan County Map
Map
Detailed County map Okanogan County
No date
1 page
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 331
Metsker’s Chelan County Map

Metsker's Chelan County Map

Detailed County map

Chelan County

No date

1 page

Bin Number 4

NWFA # 330

1/27/2016
Metsker’s Kittitas County Map

Metsker's Kittitas County Map

Map

Detailed County map Kittitas County
No date
1 page
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 327

1/27/2016
Guide to Aquatic Trout Foods by Dave Whitlock

Guide to Aquatic Trout Foods
Whitlock, Dave

Aquatic Foods

Basic techniques to recognize, study and match all aquatic trout foods
1982
216 pages
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 136
Flyfishing Essentials The Pocket Gillie by Scott Richmond

The Pocket Gillie
Flyfishing Essentials
Richmond, Scott

Fly Fishing

Guide where to fish, which fly to use and best presentation of the fly
1992
217 pages
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 417
2011 IGFA World Record Game Fishes by Rob Kramer

2011 IGFA World Record Games Fishes
Kramer, Rob

World Records

World record game fishes for freshwater, saltwater and flyfishing
2011
424 pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 432
Steelhead Fly Tying Guide by H. Kent Helvie

Steelhead Fly Tying Guide
Helvie, H. Kent

Steelhead Flies

Guide to wet, spey, imitator, and dry flies for steelhead
1994
95 pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 226
The Complete Book Of Sportfishing by Goran Cederberg

The Complete Book
Of Sportfishing
Cederberg, Goran

Writings About
Fishing

Ten authors writings
about many types of
fishing
1988
284 pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 182

1/27/2016
Steelhead Fly Tying Guide by H. Kent Helvie

Steelhead Fly Tying Guide Helvie, H. Kent

Steelhead Flies

Guide to wet, spey, imitator, and dry flies for steelhead 1994
95 pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 361
Dry Line Steelhead and Other Subjects by Bill McMillan

Dry Line Steelhead
McMillan, Bill

Fishing for steelhead with a dry line, effective flies and various fishing techniques
1987
144 pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 248
Striper Moon by J Kenney Abrames

Striper Moon
Abrames, J. Kenney

Striped Bass

Fly fishing techniques and flies for striped bass in estuary, river, bay and surf
1994
48 pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 220
Saltwater Fly Patterns by Lefty Kreh

Saltwater Fly Patterns
Kreh, Lefty

Saltwater Flies

350 plus saltwater fly patterns
1995
211 pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 305

1/27/2016
Steelhead River Journal Skeena by Rob Brown

Steelhead River Journal
Skeena
Brown, Rob

Keena River British Columbia

Experiences in fly fishing on the Skeena River and tributaries
1996
48 pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 207
Atlantic Salmon Handbook by Peter Bodo

The Atlantic Salmon Handbook
Bodo, Peter

Atlantic Salmon

Compact guide to all aspects of fly fishing for the king of game fish
1997
196 pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 354
Mastering Largemouth Bass by Larry Larsen

Mastering
Largemouth Bass
Larsen, Larry

Bass

Understanding bass, where to find bass, how to catch bass and special situations
1989
260 pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 157
Salmon Without Rivers by Jim Lichatowich

Salmon Without Rivers
Lichatowich, Jim

Pacific Salmon Crisis

Evolutionary history of salmon, restoration efforts to protect and restore salmon and why these efforts have failed
1999
317 pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 271
Steelhead Country by Steve Raymond

Steelhead Country - Angling In Northwest Waters
Raymond, Steve

Steelhead

Twenty-five years of steelhead fishing in the Northwest
1994
206 pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 190
Salt Water Flies by Kenneth E. Bay

Salt Water Flies
Bay, Kenneth E

Saltwater Flies

50 popular patterns and tying instructions
1972
150 pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA# 50
Instinctive Fly Fishing by Taylor Streit

Instinctive Fly Fishing
Streit, Taylor

Fly Fishing

A guide's guide to better fly fishing
2003
213 pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 308
Fly Fishing Bass Basics by C. Boyd Pfeiffer

Fly Fishing Bass Basics
Pfeiffer, C. Boyd

Bass Fishing

Fly fishing for bass
1997
168 pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 426

1/27/2016
Fly Fishing Strategy by Doug Swisher and Carl Richards

Fly Fishing Strategy
Swisher, Doug and Richards, Carl

Casting

Casting techniques, fishing methods, tackle and stream entomology
1975
184 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 151
Pointers for shopping for a float tube, advice on fins and waders and step by step instructions to launch your tube

1989
125 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 425
Solving Fly-Casting Problems by Lefty Kreh

Cast farther, more accurately, tame tailing, loops, cast under branches and more.

2000
89 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 317
Kamloops by Steve Raymond

Kamloops Trout

History, resource, food, fly patterns, tackle and techniques for Kamloops trout

1980

252 pages

Bin Number 5

NWFA # 81
Nymphing Strategies by Larry Tullis

Nymphing Strategies
Tullis, Larry

Nymphing And Wet Fly Instruction

Indicator fishing provides a means of achieving a drag-free drift beneath the water
1976
151 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 312
The Essentials of Fly Casting by Bill and Jay Gammel

The Essentials Of Fly Casting
Gammel, Bill and Jay

Casting

Master five very straightforward, logical essentials to cast successfully
1993
24 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 380
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Fly Tackle by Harmon Henkin

Fly Tackle
Henkin, Harmon

An exhaustive examination of fly fishing tackle
1976
240 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 376
Strategies for Stillwater by Dave Hughes

Strategies For Stillwater
Hughes, Dave

Fishing Lakes And Ponds

The tackle, techniques and flies for taking trout in lakes and ponds
1991
246 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 127
Fly Fishing the Tailwaters by Ed Engle

Fly Fishing The Tailwaters
Engle, Ed

Fishing The Tailwater Or Tailrace

Successful techniques for fishing tailwaters and flies
1991
159 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 203
A Primer of Fly-Fishing by Roderick Haig-Brown

A Primer Of Fly-Fishing
Haig-Brown, Roderick

Fly Fishing

Basic introduction to fly-fishing
1964
189 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 163
L.L. Bean Fly-Casting Handbook by Macauley Lord

L.L. Bean Fly-Casting Handbook
Lord, Macauley

Fly Casting

Guide to casting farther and more accurately
2000
126 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 318

1/27/2016
Trout Fishing by Joe Brooks

Trout Fishing
Brooks, Joe

Fly Fishing

History, trout, tackle, casting techniques, fly fishing, how to play and land, wade or lake, Trout flies
1972
302 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 368
The Eddie Bauer Guide to Fly Fishing by Cam Sigler and Don Berry

Guide to select gear, read water, cast and tips for overnight trips

1985
198 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 379
Tactics on Trout by Ray Ovington

*Tactic On Trout*
Ovington, Ray

Fishing Trout Pools

How to read trout waters, to wade, cast and fish out each of 33 different trout pools

1969

327 pages

Bin Number 5

NWFA # 113
The Trout and the Stream by Charles E. Brooks

The Trout And The Stream
Brooks, Charles E

Fly Fishing

Fishing flies, steam ecology, water chemistry, trout habitat, stream and habitat management and conservation

1974
216 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 64
Fly Fishing For Dummies by Peter Kaminsky

Fly Fishing For Dummies
Kaminski, Peter

Fly Fishing
Fundamentals
What every fly rodder needs to know
1998
354 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 221
Night Fishing for Trout by Jim Bashline

Night Fishing For Trout
Bashline, Jim

Night Fishing For Big Trout

Fish and night fishing covering patterns, places practices and people
1987
157 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 109
Flyfishing by Joseph F. Petralia

Flyfishing
Petralia,
Joseph F

Fly Fishing Guide

Everything you need to know from equipment, casting, flies, techniques, and reading the water
1994
245 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 238

1/27/2016
Fishing Dry Flies by David Tieszen, John Randolph, and Lefty Kreh

Fishing Dry Flies
Tieszen, David, Randolph, John and Kreh, Lefty

Fly Fishing

Understanding trout and their environment, presentation basics and techniques, and hooking and landing trout
1998
96 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 304
In The Ring Of The Rise by Vincent C. Marinaro

In The Ring Of The Rise
Marinaro, Vincent C

Riseforms

Riseforms made by trout and usually during a major hatch
1976
184 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 134
Dry Fly Fishing by Dave Hughes

Dry Fly Fishing
Hughes, Dave
Dry Fly selection, casting, environments, hatches and patterns
1994
56 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 137
Modern Midge by Rick Takahashi and Jerry Hubka

Modern Midge
Takahashi, Rick and
Hubka, Jerry

Midges
Tying and fishing
midges and index of fly
patterns
2009
282 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 427
Fly Casting by Frank Amato and Jim Schollmeyer

Fly Casting
Amato, Frank and Schollmeyer, Jim

Tackle, preparation, roll cast, basic casts, specialty casts and presentation
1993
47 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 234
Fly Fishing Tactics by Dave Whitlock

Fly Fisherman's Fly Fishing Tactics
Whitlock, Dave

Fly Fishing Guide

Best fly fishing tips, techniques, and tackle for trout, bass, panfish and saltwater
1994
48 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 386
Catch That Fish by Peter Gathercole

Catch that Fish
Gathercole, Peter

Fly Fishing Tactics

The essential guide to when to fish, where to fish, and how to match the fly
1999
128 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 363
The Masters On The Dry Fly by J. Michael Migel

The Masters On The Dry Fly
Migel, Michael

Dry Fly Fishing

Private lessons in dry fly fishing by 18 masters
1977
246 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 26
Fly-Fishing Pressured Water by Lloyd Gonzales

Fly-Fishing
Pressured Water
Gonzales, Lloyd

Flies

Fly tying tactics with innovative strategies and fly designs
2005
222 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 428
Mastering The Spring Creeks by John Shewey

Mastering The Spring Creeks
Shewey, John Spring Creek Fishing

Spring creek defined, flies and a guide to the famous Western spring creeks
1994
144 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 229
Fly Fishing Trout lakes by Skip Morris and Brian Chan

*Fly Fishing Trout Lakes*
Morris, Skip and Chan, Brian

*Fly Fishing On Lakes*
Techniques, flies, reading the water, casting, knots, tackle, entomology and safety
1999
94 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 311
Northwest Fly Fishing Trout And Beyond by John Shewey

Northwest Fly Fishing
Shewey, John

Trout and Beyond

Trout, steelhead to surfperch fly fishing in Idaho, Oregon and Washington
1992
111 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 228
Fishing Knots Handbook by Peter Owen

The Field & Stream
Fishing Knots
Handbook
Owen, Peter

Knots

Important fishing knots
2006
107 pages
Bin Number 5
NWFA # 429
Upstream Fly Fishing in the American West by Charles Lindsay and Thomas McGuane

Upstream Fly Fishing In The American West
Lindsay, Charles and McGuane, Thomas

Photographs

Photographs beneath the water's surface and around the rivers
2000
96 pages
Bin Number 6
NWFA # 319
Art Of Angling Journal by Paul Schmookler and Ingrid Sils

Art Of Angling Journal Winter 2001
Schmookler, Paul and Sils, Ingrid

Fly Fishing

Various articles on fly fishing 2001
160 pages
Bin Number 6
NWFA # 365
Lightning's Tale by Hugh Campbell

Lightning's Tale - The Story Of A Wild Trout
Campbell, Hugh

Story Of The Life Of A Trout

Lightning's story of life
1994
38 pages
Bin Number 6
NWFA # 144
Constructing Cane Rods by Ray Gould

Constructing Cane Rods
Gould, Ray

Bamboo Fly Rods
Secrets and craft of the bamboo fly rod
1998
84 pages
Bin Number 6
NWFA # 222
Cane Rods Tips & Tapers by Ray Gould

Cane Rods - Tips And Tapers
Gould, Ray

Bamboo Fly Rods

Methods, devices and techniques for cane rod making or repairing
2005
95 pages
Bin Number 6
NWFA # 289
Art Of Angling Journal by Paul Schmookler and Ingrid Sils

Art Of Angling
Journal Spring 2002
Schmookler, Paul
and Sils, Ingrid

Fly Fishing

Various articles on fly fishing
2002
176 pages
Bin Number 6
NWFA # 389
Backcasts by Steve Raymond

Backcasts
Raymond, Steve

Washington Fly Fishing Club

A history of the Washington Fly Fishing Club 1939-1989
1989
143 pages
Bin Number 6
NWFA # 100

1/27/2016
Kayakfishing: The Revolution by Ken Daubert

Fish By Kayak

Tips on kayakfishing from an expert
2001
256 pages
Bin Number 6
NWFA # 267
First Cast - Teaching Kids To Fly-Fish by Phil Genova

First Cast
Genova, Phil

Teaching Kids To Fly-Fish

A unique program, field tested system to teach youngsters to fly-fish
1998
320 pages
Bin Number 6
NWFA # 406
The NFA'S First 25 Years by

The NFA's First 25 Years
Bottcher, Dana and
Giguere, Dee

Northwest Fly Anglers

A history of the Northwest
Fly Anglers 1972 to 1997
1997
130 pages
Bin Number 6
NWFA # 392
Woody’s World by John Holm

Woody's World
Holm, John

Cartoons

Cartoons on Fishing and camping
1971
64 pages
Bin Number 6
NWFA # 86
Western Steelhead Fishing Guide by Milt Keizer

*Western Steelhead Fishing Guide*
Keizer, Milt

Steelhead Fishing

Tackle, methods and best rivers in BC, Washington and Oregon
1988
147 pages
Bin Number 6
NWFA # 200
Fly Fishing For Summer Steelhead by John Shewey and Forrest Maxwell

Fly Fishing For Summer Steelhead
Shewey, John and Maxwell, Forrest

Summer Steelhead

Fishing tackle, flies and techniques for summer steelhead fishing
1996
47 pages
Bin Number 6
NWFA # 390
The Nature Of Fly-Fishing by Steven J. Meyers

Fly Fishing

Essays on casting, flies, tackle and the behavior of trout

1991

143 pages

Bin Number 6

NWFA # 240
How To Make Bamboo Fly Rods by George W. Barnes

Guide on choosing bamboo, tools and equipment needed and step by step descriptions

1977
110 pages
Bin Number 6
NWFA # 37
Advanced Custom Rod Building by Dale P. Clemens

Advanced Custom Rod Building Clemens, Dale P

Custom Rod Building

Rods handcrafted for individual preferences and idiosyncrasies 1978
354 pages
Bin Number 6
NWFA #32
Fiberglass Rod Making by Dale P. Clemens

Fiberglass Rod Making
Clemens, Dale P

How to make a custom rod, judge quality and experiment with variables
1974
189
Bin Number 6
NWFA # 11
The Fly Paper by NWFA

The Fly Paper
Unknown

Fly Paper

The Fly Paper issues
January 1984-
November 1989
1989
No page count
Bin Number 6
NWFA #414
The Fly Paper
Shuey, Ben

Fly Paper

The Fly Paper issues
January 1978-November 1983
1983
No page count
Bin Number 6
NWFA # 413
Fly-Fishing With Children by Philip Brunquell, M.D.

Fly-Fishing With Children
Brunquell, M.D., Philip

Children Fly Fishing

A guide to teaching children to fly fish
1994
197 pages
Bin Number 6
NWFA # 139
The Fly Paper

Fly Paper

The Flypaper
Kovatch, Mary

Fly Paper

The Fly Paper issues
January 1995-
March 1996
1996
No page count
Bin Number 6
NWFA # 416
The Fly Paper

The Flypaper
Bronson, Jerry and Deborah

Fly Paper

1994
No page count
Bin Number 6
NWFA # 415
Fishing In Oregon’s Best Fly Waters by Scott Richmond

Fishing in Oregon's Best Fly Waters
Richmond, Scott
Guide

How to get there, when to fish, important hatches, and practical fly fishing tips
1998
127 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 215
Fishing in Oregon's Best Fly Waters by Scott Richmond

Fishing in Oregon's Best Fly Waters
Richmond, Scott

Guide

How to get there, when to fish, important hatches, and practical fly fishing tips
1998
127 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 366
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Handbook To The Deschutes River Canyon by James M. Quinn, James W. Quinn, and James G. King
Fishing Yellowstone Waters by Charles E. Brooks

2000 miles of trout streams, 1,000 lie in Yellowstone Park and 90 percent are public waters

1984
160 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 371
Oregon Blue-Ribbon Fly Fishing Guide by John Shewey

Oregon locations, species, timing, hatches, fly patterns and techniques
1998
94 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 232
River Journal Silver Creek by W. David Jovem

River Journal Silver Creek
Joyem, W. David
Journal
Fishing Silver Creek in Idaho
1993
48 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 252

1/27/2016
River Journal Madison by John Holt

River Journal
Madison
Holt, John
Journal
Fishing on the Madison River in Wyoming and Montana
1993
48 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 253
Wyoming Fishing Guide by Ken Knapp

Maps, guest ranches, tackle ships, guide service, lodges, outfitters in each county
1978
191 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 410
River Journal Green River by Larry Tullis

River Journal Green River
Tullis, Larry

Journal

Experience of 1000 days on the Green River, Wyoming
1993
48 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 384
River Journal Thompson River by Arthur J. Lingren

River Journal Thompson River
Lingren, Arthur J

Journal

History and steelhead fishing on the Thompson River B.C.
1994
48 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 254.1

1/27/2016
The Montanan’s Fishing Guide (West) by Dick Konizeski

The Montanan's Fishing Guide Vol 2
Konizeski, Dave

Guide

Montana Waters West of Continental Divide
1970
359 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 420
The Montanan’s Fishing Guide (East) by Dave Konizeski

The Montanan's Fishing Guide Vol 1
Konizeski, Dave

Guide

Montana Waters
East of Continental Divide
1970
325 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 421

1/27/2016
Western Fly Fishing Vacations by Nanci & Kirk Reynolds

*Western Fly-Fishing Vacations*
Reynolds, Nanci & Kirk

Guide

80 plus of the very best fly-fishing lodges and ranches in California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Oregon, Washington and Wyoming
1988
224 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 162
The Angler’s Guide To Alaska by Evan and Margaret Swensen

The Angler's Guide to Alaska
Swensen, Evan and Margaret
Guide

100 plus of Alaska's hottest fishing spots from the Panhandle to the Yukon River
1992
205 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 217
Mt Rainier & South Cascades Fishing Guide by Dave Shorett

Mt Rainier & South Cascades Fishing Guide
Shorett, Dave

Guide

55 streams, 165 lakes with 32 maps and over 55 photographs
1998
144 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 264

1/27/2016
Washington’s Central Cascades Fishing Guide by Dave Shorett

Washington's Central Cascades Fishing Guide
Shorett, Dave

Guide

25 streams, 200 lakes with 14 maps and 40 photos
2001
96 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 396
Flyfisher’s Guide To Oregon by John Huber

Flyfisher's Guide to Oregon
Huber, John

Guide

The rivers, creeks, lakes, reservoirs, maps, fly shops and accommodations
1998
316 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 391
Flyfisher's Guide to Colorado by Marty Bartholomew

Flyfisher's Guide to Colorado
Bartholomew, Marty

Guide

The rivers, creeks, lakes, reservoirs, maps, fly shops and accommodations
1998
523 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 382

1/27/2016
Flyfisher's Guide to Montana

Thomas, Greg

Guide

The rivers, creeks, lakes and maps, fly shops and accommodations

1997

374 pages

Bin Number 1

NWFA # 260
Arizona Trout Streams And Their Hatches by Charles R. Meck and John Rohmer

Arizona Trout Streams and Their Hatches
Meck, Charles R and Rohmer, John

Guide

Fly fishing in the high deserts of Arizona and western New Mexico
2005
207 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 381
Washington State Fishing Guide by Terry W. Sheely
Fly Fishing British Columbia by Karl Bruhn

Fly Fishing British Columbia
Bruhn, Karl

Guide

15 main contributors with almost 500 years of B.C. fishing experience
1999
207 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 356
The Floater’s Guide To Montana by Hank Fischer

The Floater's Guide to Montana
Fischer, Hank

Guide

Basic information for floating Montana's rivers
1979
152 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 409
The Floater’s Guide To Montana by Hank Fischer

The Floater's Guide to Montana
Fischer, Hank

Guide

Basic information for floating Montana's rivers
1979
152 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 423
Knee Deep In Montana’s Trout Streams by John Holt

*Knee Deep in Montana's Trout Streams*
Holt, John

Guide

Information on the great rivers of Montana
1991
143 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 129
Knee Deep In Montana’s Trout Streams by John Holt

Knee Deep in Montana's Trout Streams
Holt, John

Guide

Information on the great rivers of Montana
1991
143 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 375
Fishing Alaska by Evan & Margaret Swensen

Fishing Alaska
Swensen, Evan and Margaret

Guide

Valuable reference for anyone who wants to enjoy Alaska's fabulous fishing
1992
205 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 407
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Montana Fishing by Dale A Burk

Montana Fishing
Burk, Dale A
Guide
Helpful overview of fishing everywhere in Montana
1982
151 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 373
New Zealand’s Top Trout Fishing Waters by John Kent and Patti Magnano Madsen

New Zealand's Top Trout Fishing Waters
Kent, John and Madsen, Patti Magnano

Guide

Information on access, seasons, and bag limits
1997
187 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 402
Fly-Fishing In Northern New Mexico by Craig Martin

Fly-Fishing in Northern New Mexico
Martin, Craig

Guide

Information on access, characteristics, species, hatches and artificial fly patterns
1998
250 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 362
Smoking Salmon & Trout by Jack Whelan

Smoking Salmon & Trout
Whelan, Jack
Manual
Instructions on smoking and recipes
1982
230 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 189
Fly-Fishing California’s North Yuba River by Ed Klingelhofer

Fly-Fishing
California's North
Yuba River
Klingelhofer, Ed

Guide

Fly-Fishing the
North Yuba River
and its tributaries
1993
66
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 383

1/27/2016
Flyfisher’s Guide To Northern California by Seth Norman

Flyfisher's Guide to Northern California
Norman, Seth

Guide

Fly fishing in Northern California
1997
303 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 400
Flyfisher's Guide to Northern California (New and Revised)
Norman, Seth

Fly fishing in Northern California
1997
305 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 211
Yellowstone Fishing Guide by Robert E. Charlton

Yellowstone Fishing Guide
Charlton, Robert E

A complete guide to the lakes and streams of Yellowstone National Park
1990
104
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 374
Yellowstone Fishing Guide by Robert E. Charlton

Yellowstone Fishing Guide
Charlton, Robert E

Guide

A complete guide to the lakes and streams of Yellowstone National Park
1990
104
Bin Number 1
NWFA #408
Oregon River Maps & Fishing Guide by Frank Amato

Oregon River Maps & Fishing Guide
Amato, Frank

Guide

Detailed fishing maps, including access, salmon and steelhead, insect hatches, flies, techniques, knots, etc.
2004
47 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 405

1/27/2016
Even Brook Trout Get The Blues by John Gierach

Even Brook Trout
Get The Blues
Gierach, John

Fishing Stories

Fly-fishing way of life
1992
223 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 194
My Story As Told By Water by David James Duncan

My Story As Told By Water
Duncan, David James

Personal Stories

Contemplative, activist and rhapsodic voices after three thousand river walks
2001
294 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 321
Mist On The River: Remembrances Of Dan Bailey by Charles E. Waterman

Mist On The River: Remembrances of Dan Bailey
Waterman, Charles F

Personal Memoirs

Story of a great sportsman and conservationist
1986
193 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 395
The American Sportsman Treasury by

The American Sportsman Treasury
Knopf, Alfred A

Collection of best writing

Twenty extraordinary features from the American Sportsman
1971
252 pages
Bin Number 3
NWDA # 35
Dying To Fly Fish by David Leitz

Dying to Fly Fish
Leitz, David

Fiction

Though Vermont's Whitefork River is a casting dream, a murder runs through it
1996
292 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 210
Real Ponies Don’t Go Oink by Patrick F. McManus

Real Ponies Don't Go Oink
McManus, Patrick F

Personal Stories

Outdoor humor
1991
198 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 275

1/27/2016
The Night The Bear Ate Goombaw by Patrick F. McManus

Personal Stories

Outdoor humor

1989

184 pages

Bin Number 3

NWFA # 277
The Good Samaritan Strikes Again by Patrick F. McManus

The Good Samaritan
Strikes Again
McManus, Patrick F

Personal Stories

Outdoor humor
1992
211 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 274

1/27/2016
Never Sniff A Gift Fish by Patrick F. McManus

Never Sniff A Gift
Fish
McManus, Patrick F

Personal Stories

Spoofing sportsmen
1983
217 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 278
Dead Angler by Victoria Houston

Dead Angler
Houston, Victoria
Fishing Mystery

In the Northwood's of Wisconsin, still waters run deep and dangerous
2000
265 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA# 279
Fly Fishing Small Streams by John Gierach

Fly Fishing Small Streams
Gierach, John

Personal Experiences

Tips on fly fishing in small streams
1989
159 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 302
Trout Bum by John Gierach

Trout Bum
Gierach, John

Personal Experiences

Fly fishing as a way of life
1986
209 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 184
The Grasshopper Trap by Patrick F. McManus

Outdoor Humor

Tales celebrating life in the great outdoors
1985
214 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 276
Whatchagot Stew by Patrick F. McManus

Whatchagot Stew
McManus, Patrick F

Recipes and Commentaries

Memoirs of an Idaho childhood
1989
270 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 272
Shupton’s Fancy by Paul Schullery

Shupton’s Fancy
Schullery, Paul
Fiction
A tale of the Fly-Fishing Obsession
1996
69 Pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 398
Well Cast Lines by John Merwin

Well Cast Lines
Merwin, John

Quotations

The Fisherman's Quotation Book
1995
158 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 393
Fly Fishing Through The Midlife Crisis by Howell Raines

Fly Fishing Through
The Midlife Crisis
Raines, Howell

Personal Stories

Narrative of friendship, fathers and sons, aging and fishing
1993
352 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA# 397
Trout The Size Of Footballs by Richard Anderson

Trout The Size of Footballs
Anderson, Richard

Personal Experiences

Fishing the wilds of the North American West
1990
145 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 213
Guide Wars by John Holt

Guide Wars
Holt, John

Personal Experiences

Adventures with an outrageous cast of friends on fishing expeditions across America
1997
168 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 369
The Year Of The Angler by Steve Raymond

The Year of the Angler
Raymond, Steve

Personal Experiences

An award winning classic appreciated by a diverse fly fishing audience
1973
205 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA# 122
Pacific Rim Fly Fishing: The Unrepentant Predator by Jim Repine

Personal Experiences

Experience trout in many different beautiful and unusual settings

1995

63

Bin Number 3

NWFA # 281

1/27/2016
The Habit Of Rivers by Ted Leeson

The Habit of Rivers
Leeson, Ted

Personal Experiences

Insights into rivers, trout and fly fishing
1994
178 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA #309
The Habit Of Rivers by Ted Leeson

The Habit of Rivers
Leeson, Ted

Personal Experiences

Insights into rivers, trout and fly fishing
1994
178 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 138
A Trout & Salmon Fisherman by Edward R. Hewitt

A Trout and Salmon Fisherman for 75 Years
Hewitt, Edward R.

Personal Experiences

Approaches fly fishing as a science as well as a sport
1972
338 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 67

1/27/2016
Around The Next Bend by Bob Shanks

Around The Next Bend
Shanks, Bob

Personal Experiences

Adventures in fly fishing
2011
171 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 431
Sex, Death, And Fly-Fishing by John Gierach

**Sex, Death, and Fly-Fishing**
Gierach, John

Personal Stories

Insights on mayflies and men, fishing and sport, life and love, and the meaning of it all
1990
238 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 424
Confessions Of A Fly Fishing Addict by Nick Lyons

Confessions of a Fly Fishing Addict
Lyons, Nick

Personal Experiences

A collection of stories and misadventures
1989
220 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 245
A River Runs Through It and Other Stories by Norman Maclean

A River Runs Through it
Maclean, Norman

Personal stories

The relationship with his brother and fly fishing
1976
217 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 168

1/27/2016
Editors In The Stream by Tom Tolnay

Editors In the Stream
Tolnay, Tom

Personal Stories

11 Top Outdoor Editors on the purifying joys of fly fishing
1992
126 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 196
A Place On The Water by Jerry Dennis

A Place on the Water
Dennis, Jerry

Personal stories

Most memorable experiences on the lakes and rivers of northern Michigan
1993
224 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 197
Fly Rodding Estuaries by Ed Mitchell

Fly Rodding Estuaries
Mitchell, Ed

Fly Fishing

Fishing salt ponds, coastal rivers, tidal creeks, & backwaters
2003
148 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA #310
The Olympic Peninsula Rivers Guide by Steve Probasco

The Olympic Peninsula
Rivers Guide
Probasco, Steve

Guide

Floating and fishing on the Peninsula’s best streams
1999
143 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 236
Angler’s Guide To New Zealand by Jack Dennis

Angler’s Guide To New Zealand
Dennis, Jack
Guide
New Zealand
Angling
Date not known
50 mins
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD371

1/27/2016
Steelhead Fly Fishing on the Olympic Peninsula by Doug Rose

Steelhead Fly Fishing on the Olympic Peninsula
Rose, Doug

Steelhead Fly Fishing

Winter Steelhead Fly Fishing on the Olympic Peninsula
2003
156 pages
Bin Number 4
NWFA # 288
Washington’s Best Lake Fly Fishing by Nathan Caproni

Washington’s Best Lake
Fly Fishing
Caproni, Nathan

Guide

Washington’s best lakes for fly fishing
1995
180 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 259
Fly-Fishing Pioneers & Legends of the Northwest by Jack W. Berryman

Contributions of 23 NW pioneers and legends

Historical and modern time inventions, achievements and traditions of Western fly fishing

2006

206 pages

Bin Number 3

NWFA # 5
101 Best Fishing Trips in Oregon by Don Holm

Guide

Maps and photographs of 101 best fishing trips in Oregon
1970
207 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 370
Flyfisher’s Guide to Oregon by John Huber

Flyfisher’s Guide to Oregon
Huber, John
Guide
Over 75 detailed river and lake maps, access, boat ramps, and campsites
1998
206 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 231
Morris & Chan on Fly Fishing Trout Lakes by Skip Morris & Brian Chan

Morris & Chan on Fly Fishing Trout Lakes
Morris, Skip & Chan, Brian

Fly Fishing Techniques

Fishing techniques, productive flies, reading the water, casting, knots, entomology and more
1999
94 pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 283
Guide to Fly Fishing Central & Southeastern Oregon by Harry Teel

Guide to Fly Fishing Central & Southeastern Oregon
Teel, Harry

Guide

Learn about fly fishing 40 of Oregon’s finest rivers, streams, lakes and reservoirs
1993
53 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA # 372
John Day Smallmouth Bass

Watt, Jim & Kelly

Bass Fishing

Fishing for smallmouth bass in the John Day River

Date unknown

50 min

Bin Number 21

NWFA # DVD 366
The Essence of Spey Casting by Mel Krieger

The Essence of Spey Casting
Krieger, Mel

Spey Casting

Tips for spey casting
Date unknown
50 min
Bin Number 21
NWFA # DVD364
Alpine Angler by John Shewey

Alpine Angler
Shewey, John
Guide
A fly fisher’s guide to the Western Wilderness
1995
79 pages
Bin Number 1
NWFA #224
The Long Silence by Thomas McGuane

The Long Silence
McGuane, Thomas
A life in flyfishing
Experiences fishing many different waters
2001
Pages 280
Bin Number # 6
NWFA # 306
Peacock Bass & Other Fierce Exotics by Larry Larsen

Peacock Bass & Other Fierce Exotics

Larsen, Larry

Bass Fishing

Where, when & how to catch Latin America’s most exciting freshwater fish

1996

192 Pages

Bin Number 8

NWFA # 433
Fishing the Sea-Run Cutthroat Trout by Les Johnson

Fishing the Sea-Run Cutthroat Trout

Johnson, Les

Sea-Run Cutthroat Trout

An introduction to Pacific Coast sea-run cutthroat trout
1971
60 pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 443
Fisherman’s Fall by Roderick L. Haig-Brown

Fisherman's Fall

Haig-Brown, Roderick L.

Campbell River migratory runs

Fall migratory runs, life cycle of the Pacific salmon and steelheading

1975

279 Pages

Bin Number 7

NWFA # 434
Northwest Bass and Panfish Guide by Dr. Gilbert Pauley

Northwest Bass and Panfish Guide

Pauley, Dr. Gilbert

Guide

Help anglers interested in bass and panfish locate suitable waters
1978
191 pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 435
Washington’s Best Lake Fly Fishing by Nathan Caproni

Washington's Best Lake Fly Fishing

Caproni, Nathan

Guide

Washington's best lakes with maps
1995
178 pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 440
One Man’s Steelhead Shangri-La by Ralph Wahl

One Man's Steelhead Shangri-La

Wahl, Ralph

Fly Fishing

Shangri-La secret pools off the Skagit River
1989
119 Pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 439
Fishing the Dry Fly as a Living Insect by Leonard M. Wright, Jr

*Fishing the Dry Fly as a Living Insect*

Wright, Jr, Leonard M.

Dry fly fishing

A thinking man's guide to trout angling in an unorthodox method

1972
187 Pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 438
The Master and His Fish by Roderick Haig-Brown

The Master and His Fish

Haig-Brown, Roderick

Fly fishing

World's best writer of the joys and challenges of fly fishing

1981

200 Pages

Bin Number 7

NWFA #437
Steelhead by Mel Marshall

Steelhead
Marshall, Mel
Steelhead
Pacific Coast and Great Lakes Steelhead fishing
1973
186 Pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 436
Fly Fishing Desert & High Arid Lakes by Steve Probasco

Fly Fishing Desert & High Arid Lakes

Probasco, Steve

Desert and high arid lakes

Helpful insights about techniques and flies.

1995

56 Pages

Bin Number 7

NWFA # 441
Washington Blue-Ribbon Fly Fishing Guide by John Shewey

An accurate and useful guide to the many great fly fishing waters in Washington
1999
80 Pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 442
NFA 2013 Year in Review by Paul Dieter

• This is a CD produced by Paul Dieter showing pictures of outings and functions of the Northwest Fly Angler’s for 2013.
• The CD was shown at the 2013 NFA Award Banquet on December 8, 2013 at The Hotel Deca, 4507 Brooklyn Avenue NE, Seattle, WA
Practical Fly Fishing by Bert Darrow

Practical Fly Fishing
Darrow, Bert
Fly Fishing
How to cast and fish naturally
2005
196 Pages
Bin Number 9
NWFA # 444
Trout Stream Fly Fishing by Harry Murray

Trout Stream Fly Fishing
Murray, Harry
Fly Fishing
Preparations for trout stream fly fishing
2003
103 Pages
Bin Number 9
NFA # 445
Fishing Dry Flies for Trout by Art Lee

Fishing Dry Flies for Trout on Rivers and Streams

Lee, Art

Fishing Dry Flies

Fishing dry flies with more than a 100 drawings and diagrams
1982
283 Pages
Bin Number 9
NWFA # 446
Fly Fishing Basic by Dave Hughes

Fly Fishing Basics

Hughes, Dave

Fly Fishing

Basic information on fly fishing, knots, types of fish, water, and tying flies.

1994

216 Pages

Bin Number 9

NWFA # 447
Modern Fly Fishing by Jim Casada

*Modern Fly Fishing*

Casada, Jim

Fly Fishing

Tips and information to make fly fishing exciting

1993

234 Pages

Bin Number 9

NWFA # 448
Nymphing For Trout by Fly Fisherman

Nymphing For Trout
Fly Fisherman
Nymphing
Modern nymphing techniques
2007
32 Pages
Bin Number 9
NWFA # 449
Fly Fishing Handbook by Cathy Beck

Fly Fishing Handbook
Beck, Cathy
Fly Fishing
Fly selection, wading, hooking, fighting fish, choosing gear, tying knots, casting
2002
182 Pages
Bin Number 9
NWFA # 450
Fly Fishing by John Merwin

*Fly Fishing*

Merwin, John

A trailside guide

Illustrated how-to-guide to the art of fly fishing

1996

192 Pages

Bin Number 9

NWFA # 451
Tactics For Trout by Dave Hughes

Tactics For Trout
Hughes, Dave
Fly fishing for trout
Full range of methods that work with dry flies, nymphs, wet flies and streamers.
1990
224 Pages
Bin Number 9
NWFA # 452
Trout Strategies by Ernest Schwiebert

Trout Strategies

Schwiebert, Ernest

Fly Fishing Trout

Fly casting, reading waters, and fishing flies, nymphs, bucktails, streamers and terrestrials

1983
242 Pages
Bin Number 9
NWFA # 453
Fly Fishing for the Clueless by Donald A Henderson

Fly Fishing for the Clueless
Henderson, Donald A.
Fly Fishing
Skills you need to know about catching saltwater and freshwater fish with a fly rod and artificial fly
2001
178 Pages
Bin Number 9
NWFA # 454
Prospecting For Trout by Tom Rosenbauer

Prospecting For Trout

Rosenbauer, Tom

Fly Fishing

Secrets on how trout live and feed, and how to make them strike.

1993
271 Pages
Bin Number 9
NWFA # 455
The Way of the Trout by M.R. Montgomery

The Way of the Trout

Montgomery, M.R.

Fly Fishing

Latest casting techniques, fly design, and river reading
1993
270 Pages
Bin Number 9
NWFA # 456
Essential Fly Fishing by Tom Meade

Essential Fly Fishing

Meade, Tom

Fly Fishing

Fundamentals of Fly Fishing
2002
142 Pages
Bin Number 9
NWFA # 457
How to Fly-Fish by Cliff Hauptman

How to Fly-Fish
Hauptman, Cliff
Fly Fishing
What you need to start fly fishing
2004
113 Pages
Bin Number 9
NWFA # 458
The Essential Guide to Fly Fishing by Clive Schaupmeyer

The Essential Guide to Fly Fishing

Schaupmeyer, Clive

Fly Fishing

Everything you need to know for successful fly fishing
1997
288 Pages
Bin Number 9
NWFA # 459
No Hatch to Match by Rich Osthoff

No Hatch to Match

Osthoff, Rich

Fly Fishing between hatches

Strategies for most trout waters when there is no significant insect hatch

2001

138 Pages

Bin Number 9

NWFA # 460
Flyfishing Still Waters by Donald V. Roberts

Flyfishing Still Waters

Roberts, Donald V.

Fly Fishing

Fly fishing techniques for still waters

1978

74 Pages

Bin Number 9

NWFA # 461
Fish Flies by Terry Hellekson

Fish Flies

Hellekson, Terry

Flies

The encyclopedia of the Fly Tier’s Art

2005

719 Pages

Bin Number 9

NWFA # 462
The Complete Book of Trout Fly Fishing by Goran Cederberg

The Complete Book of Trout Fly Fishing

Cederberg, Goran

Trout Fly Fishing

History, environments, trout flies, prey, equipment, and trout fishing

2002

191 Pages

Bin Number 9

NWFA # 463
Fly Fishing for Trout by Dick Talleur

Fly Fishing for Trout

Talleur, Dick

Fly Fishing for Trout

The classic guide for beginning and intermediate fly fisherman

1987
282 Pages
Bin Number 9
NWFA # 464
Lefty Kreh’s Ultimate Guide to Fly Fishing by Lefty Kreh

*Lefty Kreh’s Ultimate Guide to Fly Fishing*

Kreh, Lefty

Fly Fishing

Everything anglers need to know by the world’s foremost fly fishing expert.

2003

406 Pages

Bin Number 9

NWFA # 465
Getting Started in Fly Tying by Fly Fisherman

Getting Started in Fly Tying

Fly Fisherman

Fly Tying

Learn to tie 21 essential flies
2005
36 Pages
Bin Number 9
NWFA # 466
Getting Started in Fly Fishing by Tom Fuller

Getting Started in Fly Fishing

Fuller, Tom

Fly Fishing

The guide to fly fishing that lets you learn while you fish

2004

195 Pages

Bin Number 9

NWFA # 467
Lake Fishing with a Fly by Ron Cordes & Randall Kaufmann

Lake Fishing with a Fly

Cordes, Ron & Kaufmann, Randall

Fly Fishing Lakes

Fly fishing in stillwater fisheries
1984
149 Pages
Bin Number 9
NWFA # 468
Essential Trout Flies by Dave Hughes

Essential Trout Flies

Hughes, Dave

Flies

Step-by-step tying instruction for 31 indispensable pattern styles and variations

2000
92 Pages
Bin Number 9
NWFA # 469
The New American Trout Fishing by John Merwin

The New American Trout Fishing

Merwin, John

Trout fly fishing

Understanding trout, lines and leaders, flies, hatches and new fly rods

1994

337 Pages

Bin Number 9

NWFA # 470
Fly Fishing Learn from a Master by Bill Mason

Fly Fishing Learn from a Master

Mason, Bill

Fly Fishing

Take the mystery out of learning to fly fish

1994

255 Pages

Bin Number 9

NWFA # 471
Improve Your Fly Casting by Lou Stevens

Improve Your Fly Casting

Stevens, Lou

Fly Casting

Principles and physical motions of casting to improve your casting skills

1995

63 Pages

Bin Number 9

NWFA # 205
Fly-Fishing Pioneers & Legends of the Northwest by Jack W. Berryman

Fly-Fishing Pioneers & Legends of the Northwest

Berryman, Jack W.

23 NW pioneers and legends

Historical and modern time inventions, achievements, and traditions of Western fly fishing

2006

206 Pages

Bin Number 3

NWFA # 5.2
Longer Fly Casting by Lefty Kreh

The compact handbook that will add ten feet or more to your cast
1991
101 Pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 473
Fly Fishing for Pacific Salmon by Bruce Ferguson, Les Johnson and Pat Trotter

Fly Fishing for Pacific Salmon

Ferguson, Bruce, Johnson, Les and Trotter, Pat

Fly Fishing Pacific Salmon

History, feed, techniques, fly patterns and tackle for fly fishing Pacific salmon

1985
118 Pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 474
Handcrafting a Graphite Fly Rod by L.A. Garcia

Handcrafting a Graphite Fly Rod

Garcia, L.A.

Graphic Fly Rod

Information on the elements of graphite rods.
1994
48 Pages
Bin Number 7
NWFA # 475
Boats for Fisherman by Tom Earnhardt

Boats for Fisherman

Earnhardt, Tom

Boats

A practical guide to the best boats for all kinds of fishing

2000

254 Pages

Bin Number 1

NWFA # 476
All Fisherman Are Liars by John Gierach

All Fisherman Are Liars

Gierach, John

Fishing stories

Stories of travels from the Pacific Northwest to the Canadian Maritimes
2014
211 Pages
Bin Number 3
NWFA # 477
Washington’s Top Fishing Maps by Frank Amato

Washington’s Top Fishing Maps
Amato, Frank
Maps
A collection of the most requested fishing map features
2011
267 Pages
Bin Number
NFA # 478
Fishing Tips & Tricks by Greg Breining and Dick Sternberg

Fishing Tips & Tricks

Breining, Greg & Dick Sternberg

Guide tested tips

Over 300 guide-tested tips for catching more and bigger fish

1990

160 Pages

Bin Number

NFA # 479
Bank Fishing for Steelhead & Salmon by Scott Haugen

Bank Fishing for Steelhead & Salmon

Haugen, Scott

Bank Fishing

Comprehensive book to guide you to more successful and enjoyable bank fishing for steelhead and salmon

2009

95 Pages

Bin Number

NFA # 480
Illustrated Rigging for Salmon, Steelhead, & Trout by Robert H. Campbell

Illustrated Rigging for Salmon, Steelhead & Trout

Campbell, Robert H

Rigging tackle

Information gleaned from fellow anglers, fishing guides, and my own experiences in over thirty hears of fishing for salmon, trout and steelhead in the Pacific Northwest.

2007
143 Pages
Bin Number
NFA # 481
Jig Fishing for Steelhead & Salmon by Dave Vedder

Jig Fishing for Steelhead & Salmon

Vedder, Dave

Jig Fishing

New techniques, new jigs, and jig making materials, how to make jigs and how to catch more salmon using jigs

2006

96 Pages

Bin Number

NFA # 482
Washington’s Best Fishing Waters by Wilderness Adventures Press

Washington’s Best Fishing Waters
Wilderness Adventures Press Guide

2007
159 Pages
Bin Number 5
NFA # 484
300 Tips to More Steelhead & Salmon by Scott Haugen

300 Tips to More Steelhead & Salmon

Haugen, Scott

Fishing Tips

Increase fishing time while on the river and expand your tactical approaches

2007

136 Pages

Bin Number

NAF # 485
Color Guide to Steelhead Drift Fishing by Bill Herzog
Spoon Fishing for Steelhead

Herzog, Bill

Spoon Fishing

Spoon fishing techniques for steelhead
1991
64 Pages
Bin Number 9
NFA # 487
A guide that provides all the essential fishing information and instruction on methods and tricks
Custom Rod Thread Art by Dale P. Clemens

Custom Rod Thread Art

Clemens, Dale P.

Guide to Rod Art

The classic guide to creating beautiful rod art for experienced rod makers
2008
221 Pages
Bin Number 9
NFA # 499
Advanced Custom Rod Building by Dale P. Clemens

Invaluable advice on how to build all kinds of rods and how to choose the best blanks, seats, handles, grips and guides

2008
348 Pages
Bin Number 9
NFA # 500
Do It Yourself Rod Building by Bill Stinson

Do It Yourself Rod Building

Stinson, Bill

Guide

Use this book to building fly fishing, spinning, casting and boat rods
1983
80 Pages
Bin Number 9
NFA # 501
The Fisherman’s Encyclopedia by Ira N. Gabrielson

The Fisherman’s Encyclopedia

Gabrielson, Ira N.

Guide

A complete guide to all types of fishing in all sections of the country
1954
730 Pages
Bin Number 9
NFA # 502
The New Encyclopedia of Fishing by Ian Wood
The Everything Fishing Book by Ronnie Garrison

Helps you choose a rod and reel, tie knots, select a fishing spot, buy or catch bait, reel in a fish and cook and prepare a catch

2003
267 Pages
Bin Number 9
NFA # 504
Fishing by Joseph D. Bates, Jr

Fishing

Bates Jr., Joseph D.

Guide

An encyclopedic guide to tackle and tactics for fresh and salt water
No date
718 Pages
Bin Number 9
NFA # 505
The Complete Book of Sportfishing by Bonanza Books

The Complete Book of Sportfishing

Bonanza Books

Guide

Fundamental and successful techniques of fishing with 300 photographs and 250 drawings

1988

284 Pages

Bin Number 9

NFA # 506
Washington Fishing by Terry Rudnick

Washington Fishing

Rudnick, Terry

Guide

The complete guide to fishing lakes, rivers, streams and the ocean in Washington

2005

539 Pages

Bin Number 9

NFA # 507
Float Fishing for Steelhead by Dave Vedder

Float Fishing for Steelhead

Vedder, Dave

Float Fishing

Techniques and tackle for float fishing for steelhead

1995

63 Pages

Bin Number 9

NFA # 508
Steelhead Fishing Essentials by Marc Davis

Steelhead Fishing Essentials

Davis, Marc

Guide

A complete guide to techniques and equipment for fishing for steelhead

2009

165 Pages

Bin Number 9

NFA # 509
Fishing Knots Handbook by Peter Owen

Fishing Knots Handbook

Owen, Peter

Guide

Details on knots that have been tried and tested
2006
107 Pages
Bin Number 9
NFA # 510
Tying Strong Fishing Knots by Bill Herzog

Tying Strong Fishing Knots
Herzog, Bill
Guide
Detail and illustration for strong fishing knots
1995
48 Pages
Bin Number 9
NFA # 511
Washington’s Central Cascades Fishing Guide by Dave Shorett

Washington’s Central Cascades Fishing Guide

Shorett, Dave

Guide

Lakes and streams in North Bend, Snoqualmie Pass, Alpine Lakes Wilderness, Cle Elum

2001

96 Pages

Bin Number 9

NFA # 512
Cutthroat – Native Trout of the West by Patrick Trotter

Cutthroat – Native Trout of the West

Trotter, Patrick

Cutthroat

The fill story of the genuine native trout of the American West

2008

547 Pages

Bin Number 9

NFA # 513
Till Death or Flyfishing Do Us Part by Thomas R. Pero

Till Death or Flyfishing Do Us Part

Pero, Thomas R

Stories

Stories of how an obsession with fly fishing has affected his romantic relationships

2009

155 Pages

Bin Number 9

NFA # 514
LL Bean Flyfishing Handbook by Dave Whitlock

An illustrated handbook on fly fishing
1996
184 Pages
Bin Number 9
NFA # 515
Lake Fishing with a Fly by Ron Cordes & Randall Kaufmann

Lake Fishing with a Fly

Cordes, Ron & Randall Kaufmann

Stillwater Fisheries

Complete knowledge and techniques of fly fishing in lakes
1984
149 Pages
Bin Number 9
NFA # 516
The Fish Bum’s Guide To Catching Larger Trout by Mike Croft

The Fish Bum’s Guide To Catching Larger Trout

Croft, Mike

Guide

An illustrated manual on stillwater tactics for the intermediate fly angler

1998

165 Pages

Bin Number 9

NFA # 517
Fly Fishing Made Easy II by Brian & Judith O’Keefe

Fly Fishing Made Easy II

O’Keefe, Brian and Judith

Fly Fishing

A perfect foundation for anyone who wants to start fly fishing the right way and fast

2001

60 min

Bin Number 21

NFA # DVD518
Year In Review NFA 2014

Botcher, Dana

History

Picture of NFA in 2014
2014
60 mins
Bin Number 24
NFA # DVD519
Rivers of My Memory by Alan Pilkington

*Rivers of My Memory*

Pilkington, Alan

Personal stories and poems

Stories and poems from streams and wild places

2008

95 Pages

Bin Number # 9

NFA # 520
River Girls by Cecilia “Pudge” Kleinkauf

River Girls

Kleinkauf, Cecilia “Pudge”

Fly Fishing

Flyfishing for Young Women
2006
146 Pages
Bin Number #9
NFA # 521
The Rocky Mountain Fly Highway by Tom Skerrit

The Rocky Mountain Fly Highway

Skerrit, Tom

Fly Fishing

A scenic journey through one of the most prolific fly fishing region in America

2014

60 mins

Bin Number 21

NFA # DVD522
How to Fish for Sea-Run Cutthroat Trout by Les Johnson

How to Fish for Sea-Run Cutthroat Trout

Johnson, Les

Cutthroat

Life history of Sea-Run Cutthroat, Fly and spin fishing
1979
77 Pages
Bin Number 5
NFA # 523
Joan Wulff’s New Fly Casting Techniques by Joan Salvato Wulff

Joan Wulff’s New Fly Casting Techniques

Wulff, Joan Salvato

Fly Casting

Tips and techniques for fly casting
2012
205 Pages
Bin Number 5
NFA # 524
The Year of the Angler and the Year of the Trout by Steve Raymond

Raymond, Steve

Fly Fishing

Tales of fly fishing, rivers, the environment and life

2005

523 Pages

Bin Number 4

NFA # 525
Saltwater Salmon Angling by Bob Mottram

Saltwater Salmon Angling

Mottram, Bob

Salmon Fishing

Salmon angling on the Washington, Oregon and California coasts

1989

160 Pages

Bin Number 4

NFA # 526
Catching On by Carol J. Morrison

Catching On

Morrison, Carol J.

Stories of fly fishing

Loving fisherman and coming to understand them and their magnificent obsession

2001

138 Pages

Bin Number 4

NFA # 527
Trout Magic by Robert Traver

Trout Magic

Traver, Robert

Stories of trout fishing

Stories about the wonderful world of trout fishing

1989
216 Pages
Bin Number 4
NFA # 528
Year-in-Review 2015 by Dana Botcher

Year-in-Review 2015

Botcher, Dana

NFA Photo History 2015

Pictures and video of NFA events and outings for 2015

2015

30 min

Bin Number 21

NFA # DVD 531
Wyoming’s Stream Macroinvertebrates by Lusha M. Tronstad and Brian R. Barber

Identify insects using photos, characteristics and emergence charts.

2015
180 Pages
Bin Number 8
NFA # 530